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ExtraView 10.1 Release Notes
Feature Enhancements
Issue #

Module

Title

320239

Add & Edit

Auto-complete has been extended to work on multi-valued list and multi- Auto-complete, or typeahead, has now been implemented on both multivalued user fields
value list and user fields. This is configured in the data dictionary in the
same manner as it is configured on single valued fields.

323094

Add & Edit

Allow the user's job title to be available for display in user popups

This is a minor enhancement that allows a user's job title to be viewed
in the search popup. This is configured with the behavior setting
USER_POPUP_COLUMNS .

324603

File Import (GUI)

New option in the File Import Utility that prevents the checking of field
level security permissions

This option has been introduced to aid in the importing of very large
number of issues with the File Import utility. It is recommended that this
only be considered when you are importing 10,000 or more issues, and
when you, as administrator, are certain of the validity of the data within
the import file. the consequences of using this option is that the time
taken to import the records is decreased.

322570

General code issues

Improved the usage of the Print Page button on add/edit screens and
detailed reports

Previously, when a user elected to use the Print Page button on the
menubar of an ExtraView screen, the menubar was removed from the
output before printing, to avoid browser problems where the menubar
would be superimposed upon the top of the report. This has been
improved so the menubar remains on the screen after printing.

300581

Search / Report

Improvements to the sharing of reports

There are several improvements (and bug fixes) to the ability to share
reports with arbitrary groups of users within a report group. First, the
Shared Reports have their own high level area within the tree of reports,
joining "My Reports" and "Public Reports". In addition, some problems
with the saving of shared reports have been fixed.

303163

Search / Report

The document repository supports "virtual" folders

When automatically creating documents on a frequent basis, that are
added to the document repository, this features allows the transparent
creation of folders for the documents, according to a convention. This
convention allows the user of the day, month or year to be used in the
folder name when first created. ExtraView will use the names entered
to automatically create new, virtual folders as and when needed by the
report scheduler. For example, a new virtual folder might be created
automatically each month, so that documents are stored within folders
with names such as April 2016.

308259

Search / Report

Enable the orientation of reports output as PDF

There is a new report output option, which allows reports and queries to
be created in both landscape and portrait modes.

312777

Search / Report

Generate multiple copies of a container report in a single PDF

This new Container report option allows the user to take the results from
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document based on an aggregation

a summary report, and to use the field value returned in each row of the
summary report, as an input filter to produce an entry in the Container
report that generates output for each of these rows. For example, you
might generate a list of issues reported by Country. For each Country
in the summarized list, a report that uses the Country field as a filter will
then be generated within the Container. This simplifies the production
of Container reports that would otherwise require the creation of a
separate report for each Country.

314956

Search / Report

Ability to group on multiple levels of a hierarchy filter within matrix and
summary reports

This new feature applies to both summary and matrix reports. This
allows the grouping of results on multiple levels of hierarchical filters by
selecting a hierarchy attribute on field, and performing a count on the
same hierarchy.

320745

Search / Report

Global replacement filters only replace Runtime filters

Global replacement filters now replace Runtime filters as opposed to
being added to the filters within Container reports. In addition, there is
the capability within the Container report editor, to ignore the replac
ement filters for any individual report or reports selected within the
Container.

320831

Search / Report

Added the capability of adding saved filters into the filters set up for a
report

Saved filters may now be inserted at any point within a report editor. If
chosen from the list of saved filters, they replace all the existing filters,
whereas if chosen from a new *Insert saved filters* entry in the list of
fields, they will be inserted at that point in the filter list. This works with
hierarchical filters as well as with one-level sets of filters.

320963

Search / Report

New ability to save Advanced Report Filters with a value of * Any * on
reports

Filters with a value of *Any* were previously removed when saving a set
of filters on the Query screen. They are now preserved, which makes it
simpler for users setting up complex filters and making use of saved
filters. Now the filters with a value of *Any* are placed into the user's
advanced filters, where they can then select appropriate values, without
the need to find and insert the filter from the field list.

323311

Search / Report

Provide sort capability on matrix report for statistical results

The Min, Mean, Max, Total and Percentage columns on the browser
output of a matrix report may now be sorted, by the user clicking on the
column title. In addition, there is a select list within the report editor
which allows the user to select one of statistical columns and use that to
sort the initial output when running the report to either ascending or
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323408

Search / Report

Provided ability to specify which statistics to add to a matrix report

320817

Workspace GUI

Running a container report no longer requires a separate window when This now works by a new panel opening within the workspace, as
in workspace mode
opposed to a new browser tab / window.

descending.
Matrix reports now offer the ability to select which statistics are added to
the report output. The user may independently select Min, Max, Mean,
Total and Percentage. In addition, the user may change the title of the
option on the report, and set the precision of the displayed result.
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324722

10.0.2

Add & Edit

Tabbing through fields on an add / edit screen did not stop at
the new style "box" radio buttons

This was omitted within the original implementation, and has
now been fixed.

322501

10.0

Search / Report

Container Report display problem

This problem was traced to the text originally being copied and
pasted from MS Word. Word substitutes a long hyphen for a
normal hyphen while editing, and this character was not
compatible with the PDF rendered. The problem has been
fixed.

322779

10.0

Search / Report

Hierarchy Report with repeating row filters did not display
results

When a hierarchical report had repeating row filters on multiple
levels of the hierarchy, no results would be displayed. This has
been fixed.

322781

10.0

Search / Report

Hierarchy Report - checking box "show parents without children" When running a hierarchical report that checked the "Include
caused an error
parents without children" option, an error was generated,
causing the report to not run. This has been fixed.

323259

9.0.3

Search / Report

Scheduled Reports with "Merged Excel File" output are created Scheduled Reports that used the "Merge with Excel File"
without .xlsx extension
generated the wrong file extension and could not be read within
email clients. This has been corrected so that the extension is
now .xlsx
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